1. RL-GA1402 BEDROOM SET
This Bedroom set has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good
night@s sleep. Integrated with an easy to use hydraulic storage, this bed lets you store all your extra bed linen in one place. Keep your
money,@jewelry, clothes and other precious items safe in the spacious 3-door wardrobe. Provided with a@full-length@mirror with a
side table that helps you store your make up essentials. It also comes with a stool to sit comfortably while getting dressed. The
nightstand can be used to keep all your bedtime needs at easy reach.Made@of:@Intricately crafted with engineered wood, this
furniture set is sure to serve you for years together.@High-grade@hardware fittings have been used for@longevity@and ease of use.

1.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 80479.00 INR
SKU: 0008816

2. UW-2702 PACIFIC;1.8 KING BED
This Bedroom set has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good
night@s sleep. Integrated with an easy to use hydraulic storage, this bed lets you store all your extra bed linen in one place. Keep your
money,@jewelry, clothes and other precious items safe in the spacious 3-door wardrobe. Provided with a@full-length@mirror with a
side table that helps you store your make up essentials. It also comes with a stool to sit comfortably while getting dressed. The
nightstand can be used to keep all your bedtime needs at easy reach.Made@of:@Intricately crafted with engineered wood, this
furniture set is sure to serve you for years together.@High-grade@hardware fittings have been used for@longevity@and ease of
use.Now the Bed is available with the Hydraulic system

2.1. Unnamed product variant

Price: 98160.00 INR
SKU: 0086867

3. RIO BEDROOM SET
Add beauty to your bedroom with this stunning Bedroom Set. Solid and sturdy in its construction, this set is a long lasting addition to
your home. The large designer bed promises comfortable sleep. The headboard has a shiny finish with cushioned backrest. The
spacious and elegant wardrobe provides ample space to keep all your garments, jewellery, money, and more. Dress up in style with
this beautiful dressing table. It features a mirror and drawers to place all your make up essentials.It is crafted with engineered wood @
PU Foam , this set is highly durable and sturdy.Finish: Matte Finish

3.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 100773.00 INR
SKU: 0016823

4. DW/JM-3666# JASMINE;HYDRAULIC BEDROOM SET 1.8*2M
Add beauty to your bedroom with this stunning Bedroom Set. A reflection of beauty and classic appeal is what you will find in the
Humming bedroom set. Designed in a unique way this bedroom set is in glossy color with patterns in a contrasting color to make it
look attractive. The dresser has a large mirror, enough for a comfortable dressing-up session. It has spacious drawers. You can keep a
jug of water, medicines, a night lamp, and whatever else you might need handy at night on the nightstand that also has a drawer.
It is crafted with Engineered Wood with PU painting , this set is highly durable and sturdy.
Finish: Glossy Finish@
Dimension:
Bed :- 205 x 204 x 134 cm
Dresser/Mirror:-@100x 40x 163 cm
5DR WARDROBE: - 203.5 x 6.5 x 220 cm
3DR WARDROBE: - 128.2 x 61.4 x 220 cm

4.1. Unnamed product variant

Price: 122820.00 INR
SKU: 0086915

5. RL-GA11502 BEDROOM SET
This Bedroom set has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good
night@s sleep. Integrated with an easy to use hydraulic storage, this bed lets you store all your extra bed linen in one place. Keep your
money, jewellery, clothes and other precious items safe in the spacious 3-door wardrobe. Provided with a full length mirror with a side
table that helps you store your make up essentials. It also comes with a stool to sit comfortably while getting dressed. The nightstand
can be used to keep all your bedtime needs at easy reach.Made of : Intricately crafted with engineered wood, this furniture set is sure
to serve you for years together. High grade hardware fittings have been used for longivity and ease of use.Finish: LaminationNow the
Bed is available with Hydraulic system

5.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 98346.00 INR
SKU: 0010170

6. RL-GA11503 BEDROOM SET
This bedroom set is specially designed in a modern style with a touch of simplicity. This bedroom set in dark wood color has patterns
in a light contrasting color making it an eye catcher. The set comprises a bed, a nightstand, a dresser and a wardrobe. The bed is large
and comfortable for good sleep. The bed also consists of storage drawers to keep your pillows, bed linen and blankets. The wardrobe
has three doors with multiple shelves within to store all your clothing and other belongings. The doors are also designed in a
contrasting color to the dark wood. The dresser has a large mirror for getting dressed comfortably. It has three drawers for make-up
items, perfumes etc. You can keep a jug of water, medicines, a night lamp or anything you might need handy at night on the
nightstand that has two drawers patterned in contrasting color.Made of : Finely crafted with engineered wood, this set is highly
durable and sturdy. Premium grade hardware fittings have been used to ensure longivity and ease of use.Finish: Lamination

6.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 117963.00 INR
SKU: 0010571

7. UW-2701 TEXAS;QUEEN BED 1.5 Set
Add beauty to your bedroom with this stunning Bedroom Set. A reflection of beauty and classic appeal is what you will find in the
Humming bedroom set. Designed in a unique way this bedroom set is in glossy color with patterns in a contrasting color to make it
look attractive. The dresser has a large mirror, enough for a comfortable dressing-up session. It has spacious drawers. You can keep a
jug of water, medicines, a night lamp, and whatever else you might need handy at night on the nightstand that also has a drawer.
It is crafted with Engineered Wood with PU painting , this set is highly durable and sturdy.
Finish: Glossy Finish@

7.1. UW-2701 TEXAS;QUEEN BED 1.5 Set
Price: 102130.00 INR
SKU: 86142

8. DG/YX-3800 - GEM BEDROOM SET
This Bedroom set has a brilliant look with a rich and elegant touch to it. Featuring a comfortable large bed that assures of a good
night@s sleep. Integrated with an easy to use hydraulic storage, this bed lets you store all your extra bed linen in one place. Keep your
money, jewellery, clothes and other precious items safe in the spacious 3-door wardrobe. It also comes with a stool to sit comfortably
while getting dressed. The nightstand can be used to keep all your bedtime needs at easy reach.Made of : Intricately crafted with
engineered wood, this furniture set is sure to serve you for years together. High grade hardware fittings have been used for longivity
and ease of use.Finish: LaminationNow the Bed is available with Hydraulic system

8.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 88300.00 INR
SKU: 0016816

9. DW/IK-8353 BEDROOM SET 1.2
The Green Colour gives a spacious and a fresh feel to the room. The mattress base lifts smoothly with super soft hydraulic mechanism
so that you may keep your winter wear, quilts, toys, carpets, suitcases and much more with ease in spacious bed box.Modern Furniture
reflects the design philosophy of form following function prevalent in modernism. These designs represent the ideals of cutting
excess, practicality and an absence of decoration.The forms of furniture are visually light (like in the use of polished metal and
engineered wood) and follow minimalist principles of design which are influenced by architectural concepts like the cantilever.
Modern furniture fits best in open floor plans with clean lines that thrive in the absence of clutter..
It is crafted with Engineered Wood , this set is highly durable and sturdy.
Finish: Glossy FinishDimensions:
120 x 200Wardrobe @ 12 x 56 x 197Side TableStudy DeskStudy Chair

9.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 77386.00 INR
SKU: 0014109

10. LPZ-TB302BK-Q NATASHA;KING BED 1.8
Add beauty to your bedroom with this stunning Bedroom Set. A reflection of beauty and classic appeal is what you will find in the
Humming bedroom set. Designed in a unique way this bedroom set is in glossy color with patterns in a contrasting color to make it
look attractive. The dresser has a large mirror, enough for a comfortable dressing-up session. It has spacious drawers. You can keep a
jug of water, medicines, a night lamp, and whatever else you might need handy at night on the nightstand that also has a drawer.
It is crafted with Engineered Wood with PU painting , this set is highly durable and sturdy.
Finish: Glossy Finish@
Dimensions
Bed- L-2030 X W-1830 X H-1380 MM
Dresser- W-990 X D-440 X H-770 MM
Side Table- W-550 X D-430 X H-460 MM

10.1. LPZ-TB302BK-Q NATASHA;KING BED 1.8

Price: 197940.00 INR
SKU: 0086522

11. LPZ-TB208BK-LQ GRACE;K/BED1.8
Add beauty to your bedroom with this stunning Bedroom Set. A reflection of beauty and classic appeal is what you will find in the
Humming bedroom set. Designed in a unique way this bedroom set is in glossy color with patterns in a contrasting color to make it
look attractive. The dresser has a large mirror, enough for a comfortable dressing-up session. It has spacious drawers. You can keep a
jug of water, medicines, a night lamp, and whatever else you might need handy at night on the nightstand that also has a drawer.
It is crafted with Engineered Wood with PU painting , this set is highly durable and sturdy.
Finish: Glossy Finish
Deamination
Bed- L-2030 X W-1830 X H-1020 MM
Side Table- W-460 X D-420 X H-480 MM
Dresser- W-1370 X D-480 X H-760 MM

11.1. LPZ-TB208BK-LQ GRACE;K/BED1.8

Price: 242970.00 INR
SKU: 0086528

12. LPZ-EMMA BEDROOM SET ( KING )
Add beauty to your bedroom with this stunning Bedroom Set. A reflection of beauty and classic appeal is what you will find in the
Humming bedroom set. Designed in a unique way this bedroom set is in glossy color with patterns in a contrasting color to make it
look attractive. The dresser has a large mirror, enough for a comfortable dressing-up session. It has spacious drawers. You can keep a
jug of water, medicines, a night lamp, and whatever else you might need handy at night on the nightstand that also has a drawer.It is
crafted with Engineered Wood with PU painting , this set is highly durable and sturdy.Finish: Glossy FinishDimensionsBed- L-2030
X W-1830 X H-1280 MM4D Wardrobe- W-1850 X D-570 X H-2230 MMDresser- W-990 X D-415 X H-1920 MMSide Table-@W545 X D-400 X H-445 MM

12.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 282077.00 INR
SKU: 0017311

13. LPZ-TB370B HARMONY;QUEENBED-1.53
Add beauty to your bedroom with this stunning Bedroom Set. A reflection of beauty and classic appeal is what you will find in the
Harmony bedroom set. Designed in a unique way this bedroom set is in glossy color with patterns in a contrasting color to make it
look attractive. The dresser has a large mirror, enough for a comfortable dressing-up session. It has spacious drawers. You can keep a
jug of water, medicines, a night lamp, and whatever else you might need handy at night on the nightstand that also has a drawer.It is
crafted with Engineered Wood with PU painting , this set is highly durable and sturdy.Finish: Glossy FinishDimensionsBed- L-2030
X W-1530 X H-1080 MM3D Wardrobe- W-1405 X D-570 X H-2230 MMDresser- W-990 X D-415 X H-1920 MMSide Table-@W545 X D-400 X H-445 MM

13.1. LPZ-TB370B HARMONY;QUEENBED-1.53
Price: 229680.00 INR
SKU: 0016317

14. GEORGIA BEDROOM SET
A reflection of beauty and classic appeal is what you will find in the Georgia Bedroom Set. Designed in a unique way this bedroom
set is in brown color to make it look attractive. The set comprises of a bed, a dresser and one nightstand. The bed is large and
comfortable for a nice sleep. The dresser has a mirror, enough for a comfortable dressing-up session. You can keep a jug of water,
medicines, a night lamp, and whatever else you might need handy at night on the nightstand.Made of : Finely crafted with Solid
Wood, this set is highly durable and sturdy.

14.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 81171.00 INR
SKU: 0016110

15. AT/JH-3090 BEDROOM SET
Add beauty to your bedroom with this stunning Bedroom Set in glossy finish. Solid and sturdy in its construction, this set is a long
lasting addition to your home. This refined bedroom set comprises of a bed, night stand, a wardrobe and a dresser . The large designer
bed promises comfortable sleep. The spacious and elegant wardrobe provides ample space to keep all your garments, jewellery,
money, and more. Dress up in style with this beautiful dressing table. It features a mirror and drawers to place all your make up
essentials.It is crafted with Engineered Wood, this set is highly durable and sturdy.Finish: Glossy Finish

15.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 197002.00 INR
SKU: 0013988

16. GA-ROMA BEDROOM SET
A reflection of beauty and classic appeal is what you will find in the ROMA Bedroom Set. Designed in a unique way this bedroom set
is in dark wood color to make it look attractive. The set comprises of a bed, a wardrobe, a dresser and one nightstand. The bed is large
and comfortable for a nice sleep. The wardrobe has four doors with multiple shelves within to store all your clothing and other
belongings. The dresser has a mirror, enough for a comfortable dressing-up session. You can keep a jug of water, medicines, a night
lamp, and whatever else you might need handy at night on the nightstand.Made of : Finely crafted with Solid Wood, this set is highly
durable and sturdy.Finish: Solid Wood Veneer

16.1. Unnamed product variant
Price: 280987.00 INR
SKU: ROMA Bedroom Set

